Important Dates

08/08    Elementary class lists posted
08/08    Middle School student schedules available
08/11    Kindergarten Orientation 5-6pm
08/11    1st Grade Chinese Immersion Orientation 5-6pm
08/11    Back to School Night 6-8pm
08/16    School starts (grades 1-9)
08/16-17 Kindergarten Assessments
08/19    Kindergarten class lists posted
08/22    Kindergarten students start
08/27    FEC BBQ & Pool Party 5-9pm
          @ Lehi Pool
There has been so much fun going on this summer at Renaissance Academy with a variety of summer camps! Among these summer camps has been Adventure Camps, a Drama Camp, a Princess Academy and so much more! Take a look on the following pages at some of the fun...

Join us next year for Summer Camps!
During the drama camp, these students learned, practiced, rehearsed and performed a play in just two weeks! The play they performed was entitled, “Once Upon a Mattress.”
At Princess Academy they were visited by Princesses Cinderella, Belle, Ariel, Elsa and Anna and Rapunzel!
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